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M - SCALE
The M-scale analysis of Rostock reveals qualities, difficulties and opportunities
to connect the urban waterfront to the city center and to integrate the cruise
tourism in the urban context. The purpose is to bring inhabitants to the water
and tourists to the city center.
There is a lot of activity on the water. In addition to the marina there are
several rowing clubs and sailing clubs. After school, children take up sailing
in small boats. The ferry transports people from one side to the other. The
water or what is called in the M-scale the water structure is thus a beautiful
spectacle.
The existence of ‘the Rostocker Oval’ and the almost continuous promenade
along the river is another quality. The promenade connects both sides
of the river. On the one hand the city center and on the other the much
greener ‘Gehlsdorf’. This promenade should be reinforced and activated. A
uniform, accessible path for bikers and pedestrians needs to be completed.
A promenade is not just walking and biking. It is also taking a rest, enjoying
the view, a dating place, a place to play or party. The Christinenhafen is part
of this ‘active’ promenade and is the ideal place to organize different kinds of
public events.
The berth is a plugin space on the promenade. These open spaces are ideal
for the integration of urban multifunctional uses. The Hansesail is a big event
taking place on the site. The scale of this open space is a quality that needs
to be preserved in order to enable these kinds of events. The void can also
be available to other multifunctional uses (markets, skating ramps, concerts,
meeting place for groups as well as an ISPS checkpoint and welcome area on
arrival and departure of cruise tourists). Such big open spaces are exceptional
in densely built city centers. This sapce is important for city life, especially in
combination with the views. The design should take into account this quality
and preserve its openness. Today, it is mainly used as a parking lot, which is
clearly a waste of quality space.
The berth is situated at the central point between the old town (Altstadt) and
the suburb (Vorstadt).
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The analysis of the ‘green structure’ revealed that the existing green structure
on the city side (and in contrast to the other side of the Warnow) is a rare
asset. It currently consists of unused plots and some lawns. The existing green
belts could be connected to a new green structure along the boulevard which
would transform the site into a valuable public space with green landscaping.
The analysis of the ‘public transport’ revealed that the Christinenhafen and a
considerable part of the waterfront has no public transport. This missing link
hinders the development of the waterfront, and with it, the possibility for
tourists to discover the city and hinterland by public transport.
The axes perpendicular to the waterfront connect the historic city center to
the waterfront.
Working from the existing program, the harbor should be considered as the
“city balcony”, opening up to the river and the views, and thus defining key
points along the coast line.

ROSTOCKER OVAL

CHRISTINENHAFEN

PLUG-IN SPACE

ALTSTADT
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WATERFRONT PROMENADE
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the coastal road (element 11 of the waterfront, see analysis
scale M)
road infrastructure
The coastal road is problematic in Rostock. It is a large traffic axis that connects
two highways. There is no separation between ‘local/destination’ traffic (a)
and ‘long distance/passing through’ (b) traffic. Car traffic that does not need
to pass through the city center in order to reach it’s destination, is guided via
the coastal road, along which there is no public transport.
To relieve the city center from its traffic pressure, transit traffic (b) should be
diverted around the city center.
Local and destination traffic can be classified into different categories: Citizens
moving into the city (a1) (home-supermarket-office), urban logistics (a2)
(shop supplies), commuters (a3), and tourists and visitors (a4).
Commuters, tourists and visitors should switch to other means of transport
before entering the city center.
transit parkings: from infrastructure node to new public space
Where long distance traffic is separated from local traffic, park and ride
parkings connected to public transport, bicycle and pedestrian networks
need to be installed. These shifting points make it possible to switch to softer
traffic modes. From car to tram, bike, bus or train.
These switching points need space. They are part of the city fabric and are new
types of public space. They are not “just parkings” and need to be carefully
designed. They are places where different flows of people and vehicles come
together. They are interesting mobility nodes in that they can combine various
different functions: logistic hub, supermarket, multifunctional eventspace,
electric charging points for cars, fitness center, restaurant, as well as panoramic
viewpoints.
The act of changing transport modes also takes time. Why not spend it in a
usefull and pleasant way combining mobility with functional needs. Finally
the space can be used for a multifunctional program to make optimal use of
the infrastructure at moments of low-frequency.

01 existing situation - local, long distance and transit traffic

road along the coastline
circulation filter
alternative transport
local traffic (a)

Ref: Parking Lincoln Road, Herzog de Meuron: Added value while transferring
from one transport mode to another.
View onto the city-landscape, multifunctional use and program such as
restaurants, cafes or shops. Use of the infrastructure at lower frequency
moments.
Ref: Havana architecten. Need for design as an integral part of the city. It is
not just a parking infrastructure.
Ref: P+R De Uithof, KCAP architecten: park and ride parking is a mobility node
between highway and public transport. Organising fluxes needs a lot of space.

long distance traffic (b)
transit traffic
connection to
public transport
P+R

transit parking
highway
secondary road
other roads
trainrails
tramrails
02 waterfront filtered from long distance traffic
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from the rain

green
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package
delivery
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clear signs delivery on
bike

bike parking

bus -taxi-bike-stop

multifunctional mobilitypoint
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3,5

A
km

B
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C
km
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parking lincoln road, herzog de meuron architects, miami, u.s.a. - multifunctional use

C M

added value

organisation of fluxes

03 insert mobility points with transit parkings connected to the public transport network and walkable and cycling network

parking ledeberg, havana architecten, gent, belgium
Integration in the city fabric, integrated green area, belvedere on the top floor.

P+R De Uithof, kcap architects, utrecht, the netherlands - Transfer to public transport - connection with highway
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The coastline as potential public space and part of the city
The drawing type 01 shows the existing situation of the coastal road of Rostock.
It shows the car taking a dominant position (2x2 lanes), narrow sidewalks and
discreet pedestrian crossings. The actual infrastructure is a barrier that cuts off
the strong historical city center from its waterfront. Traffic safety, air quality and
the quality of the public space are poor.
These issues can be found in many port cities. The different ways of dealing with it
can be classified into different types of solutions. The need to rethink the coastal
route and its street profile rises.
The easiest way to connect the city to its waterfront is to add pedestrian
footbridges. (type 02). Pedestrians and cyclists climb bridges to cross the car
dominated roads, while cars continue unobstructed. Car traffic increases and
crossability remains only possible at designated points along the road. The
rupture between city and waterside and air pollution therefore remains.
Type 03 is a particularly expensive solution which would conserve the flowthrough of car traffic. By covering the road infrastructure and putting the car
traffic underground into tunnels, the freed space can be used for qualitative
public space.
Car traffic is not reduced by offering other measures. (P+R, modal shift, transfer
long distance traffic). Air pollution would remain high and very concentrated.
(Filters don’t exist yet to filter polluted air into clean air)
Type 04 is a hetrogeneous solution of combined infrastructure.
It consisists of a combination of different infrastructures including tunnels,
covered roads, crossings and public spaces. An array of transport modes are
made possible within this narrow space. The result is a complex set of public
spaces on different levels. (underground, ground floor, broad avenue and balcony,
esplanade, ...)

02b bridge
02a tunnel

type 01: cars dominating the street profile (existing)

No separate space dedicated to pedestrians and cyclist.
Dangerous traffic situation.
Crossability of the road is difficult and only possible at dedicated points.
Rupture between city and waterside.

type 02: threshold for pedestrian

Pedestrians and cyclists climb brigdes to cross car dominated roads,
while cars continue unhindered.
Car traffic even increases.
It is still only possible to cross the road at limited points.
The rupture between city and waterside remains.

The boulevard as a qualitative synthesis
Type 05 focuses on a shared infrastructure. In the “boulevard” type each traffic
mode has equal importance and is organized on a ground floor level. It’s an open
space where qualitative public space can easily be organized and where different
programs are combinable.
A boulevard is composed of different modes of transportation including local
traffic, parking places, trams, cyclists, pedestrians etc.
On one hand the boulevard is a traffic zone, and on the other hand, it is a space
available to the public: the promenades underneath the rows of trees giving
shadow, the big terraces on large sidewalks, niches and entries to prominent
buildings that connect with the outside space. With its well-defined street profile,
the boulevard possesses a strong spatial identity. This allows it to relate to the
different entities along the road allowing the boulevard to be a public space and
not only an infrastructure.
Limiting the 2x2 Warnowufer in Rostock to a road of 2x1 frees space that can be
used in other ways. The space released can be used for pedestrians and cyclists
in a save and pleasant way, as a public space with green areas, a marketplace and
views onto both the city and the water.
Less traffic means more traffic safety and better air quality.
The crossability of the road links the city to the waterfront along the entire road.
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warnowufer, rostock

boulevard pomare, coastal road papeete

type 03: covering of the road

type 04: heterogeneous solution

Complex spatial solutions separating motorized and non motorized traffic.
Combining tunnels, pedestrian brigdes, local roads, separated bicycle paths,
green areas, public space,...
Car traffic will not be reduced, nor will air pollution.
Example: Barcelona - masterplan de Sola Morales Litoral ring road (4
lanes), the Passeig de Colom (6+2 lanes at ground level), a public car park,
pedestrian access to the seafront and the need for a substantial amount of
public space.

type 05: boulevard

The principal of shared space with equal importance for all road users and a
limitation to local car traffic. Reducing space for car creates space for other
uses of public space: green area, bicycle lanes, market squares, vistas, ... Less
traffic and more traffic safety.
This solution enhances ‘crossability’ along the entire road and linking the city
to the waterfront.

C M

A redesign of the urban road system, by covering the road and moving
the motorway underground. Meanwhile freeing up the space above
for new green areas and for example housing development. This is
a new traffic system, with local and transit traffic running through
separate tunnels.
Car traffic will not be reduced without any other measures. (P+R,
modal shift, transfer long distance traffic). Polluted air will be blown
out pointswise and very concentrated. (Filters don’t exist yet to
filter polluted air into clean air)

before

after

tunnel central artery, boston

passeig de colom, barcelona - masterplan de sola morales

boulevard haussmann, paris
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examples of the transformation of motorways into boulevards and shared space

maastricht (the netherlands)
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brussels (belgium) - boulevard - motorway - carfree

madrid (spain)

C M

example of boulevardtype and shared space

Kopenhagen (Danmark)
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the urban facade to the waterside
(element 12 of the waterfront, see analysis scale M)

Approaching the city from the waterside
- cruise ships arriving
The facade along the coastal route what arriving visitors from the Baltic Sea
encounter first. This first view is often the view one remembers.
The facade along the Warnowufer coastal road is not a uniform whole. It is
a combination of treasured facades, blind facades, vacant lots often used as
parking space, facades with little architectural quality and buildings with their
ground levels not in use.
Besides transforming the coastal road into a walkable road, activating the ‘eye
height’ plinth of the city facade will revitalize the urban waterfront. Creating
interaction between the buildings and the public space by adding public
accesible functions (shops, restaurants, craftsmen ateliers, public services,
offices, doctors, museums,...), creating public space on the vacant plots,
increasing architectural building standards, lighting up the (treasured) facades
at night and adding green spaces would result in a lively urban atmosphere.
It would bring citizens to the waterfront and atract tourists to visit the city
center.
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city at
eye level
plinths

02 residual spaces

03 no activity in the plinth

C M

01 blank walls
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transformation into the model
of the boulevards’ shared space

proposal for the m-scale
After reducing the number of car traffic lanes, space is liberated for other
uses and users.
User 01: Pedestrians
Sidewalks for pedestrians have to be wide and comfortable. Space is needed
to walk in both directions, as well as leaving space for the integration of
benches, trees, dustbins, signage, drinking fountains and lighting.
The ease of crossing the street in a safe way at regular points, i.e. the
‘crossability of the road’, is necessary in order to connect the city center to its
waterfront.
User 02: Cyclists
Bicycle lanes must be continuous and preferably separated from both
the faster (cars) and slower (pedestrians) users. The increasing number of
different types of cycling requires new types of cycling lanes. Bikes, E-bikes,
speedpedelecs, steps, e-steps, cargo bikes, tandem and children biking all
drive at different speeds and therefore require more space than before.
At least 2 meters in each direction are needed. The bicycle lane has to be
connected to the cycling network of the city. The pavements need to be easy
to ride upon and crossing points must be easily accessible.

between the different users have to be safe and well lit at night. Car parking is
preferably integrated into the buildings, including charging points for electric
cars and space for car sharing.
The integration of these four user types in the context of Rostock results in
a proposition where a green strip separates “vulnerable road users” from
the car traffic. The continuous green structure contains the existing solitary
buildings and objects and connects them. These buildings host activities such
as the sailing club, the Braugasthaus “zum alten Fritz’ and potentially others.
A large cycling lane runs next to the green strip and is separated from car
traffic. The pedestrian promenade along the water is also a major part of this
concept. Motorized access to the berth is limited to one point, at the big axis
of the “Am Kanonsberg” road. Open air parking at the berth is eliminated and
a generous public space replaces the parking lot.

adding wide and safe pedestrian sidewalks and adding
bicycle lanes connected to a cycling network. The bicycle
lanes are continuous, separated from car traffic and easy
to ride.

pedestrians should be able to cross the coastal road at
regular points.

The need for bicycle parkings is increasing in most cities and is becoming a
new challenge to integrate. It requires a rethinking of shared space.
User 03: Public transport users
In order to connect the waterfront to the city center and its surroundings (and
vise versa) the missing link to public transport needs to be addressed. Adding
public transport at the berth also means the integration of the bus and/or
tram stops. These waiting areas can be multifunctional places and pleasant in
their design. Bus stops with a view, protected from rain and wind, connected
to a green area, safe, pleasant and with good lighting will attract people to use
public transport instead of using cars.
The possibility for cruise passengers to use the public transport gives tourists
the freedom to discover the city on their own and immersing themselves in
Rostocks’ everyday city life.
User 04: Motorized traffic, cars, taxis, trucks.
The cars entering the city center should lower their speed to prevent car
accidents, to reduce noise disturbance and air pollution. The crossing points
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SCHNICKMANN
STRASSE

The connection to the city should be integrated within the
boulevard in a way that pedestrians can walk freely.
rostock

adding public transport.

example

adding green structure: A continuous green strip
combines the loosely placed solitary buildings.
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existing

proposal
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S - SCALE
existing condition

The site consists of a large quay constructed on fill on the waterside. It used to be a transfer point for coal. Today this port function has disappeared. It is now a large open space that is occupied by parking. The place is
undefined for the time being, but different plans are coming up, among others, a market hall and a museum. Moreover, a bridge over the Warnow is being planned to link the existing ferry with a direct link to the other side.
The site still contains characteristic port elements. Boulders, large paved surfaces, quay walls, cranes, ... There are still a few boats mooring today, there is a marina and a restaurant linked to the site. The site is not perceived
as unity. Neither functional nor in its pavement. The pavements form a patchwork. The link with bicycle and pedestrian networks is not existing.
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the bridgecrane as a landmark
The most remarkable element and historic relic of the former port function
is the existing crane. The crane is a landmark of the ‘Stadthafen’. Seen not
only from the side of the city, but also from the water side, it is a remarkable
feature of this waterfront. As one enters Rostock, the crane appears closer
and closer. The bridge crane is the landmark that indicates the start of the
urban waterfront and city centre. Today, this industrial heritage is merely
considered an old relic without viable function. As a signboard, it is covered in
banners merely confirming that the visitor has indeed arrived in Rostock. The
once movable bridge crane lifting and transporting heavy goods stands still.
The main feature of this landspace lies dormant.
Does the crane not hold more potential? Could it not be elevated to a socially
relevant feature at the heart of the city? It could no doubt add value to the
place, the city, and to tourism. It could become a crucial landmark within a
bustling city, a place where things happen, and where both inhabitants and
tourists meet.
C-20
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C

arrival in the city

the crane as a billboard
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elements of the crane

The bridge crane consists of a bridge that spans 47,5 m and is supported by 2 points on wheels. The bridge can be moved across the length of the quay (x-direction) via rails in the ground. The height under the bridge is 8,50
m. The bridge cantilevers on both sides: 4,25m on the Warnow side and 15,7m on the marina side. On the bridge there is another, perpendicular (y-direction) to this bridge is a smaller movable crane.

the blue crane - symbol of the stadthafen
C-22
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20,82m
4,65m
8,00m

15,70m

47,50m

4,25m
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isps - the fences everyone wants to avoid (1)
In the analysis on the S scale it was stated that the tendency to define an ISPS
zone must be viewed in a broader, landscape-like perspective.
This search does not lead us to simply the design of a pleasent looking fence,
but points us to the key question of how to integrate an enclosed, temporary
space without disturbing the continuum of an important public space such as
the waterfront. To understand the composition of the waterfront, we defined
various different elements in our analysis. To intervene in this waterfront, we
need to act as landscape designers. The main question is then how to integrate
an enclosed, temporary space into an existing waterfront structure? In this
way, we need to emphasize that the creation of a temporary, closed space
responds to much more than simply the installement of ISPS zones around
boats. Other uses of the waterfront also at times require a closed, temporary
space, thinking for example of concerts or other events that require ticket or
access control.
ISPS fences are the last resort to demarcate (temporary) ISPS zones. Certainly
in urban areas, the city cannot be closed off from its waterfront and tourists
similarly prefer not to be received in a fenced-off zone.

1

70m

20m

position 01

The search for solutions to avoid fencing always starts from the specific placebound properties. The first step would be to see how fencing can be avoided
or, if necessary, limited to a minimum. Moreover, consideration needs
to be given to the way in which its temporary use can be most efficiently
implemented. This can be done by either allowing for a multifunctional use,
by using temporary elements that are easy to store or by reducing the length
of the fence to a minimum.

2

Concerning this site in particular, the crane stands out as a qualitative feature
that almost occupies the full width of the site and is able to temporarily close
off the site. Due to the mobile character of the crane, the zone can be limited
in function to the length of the boat.
pavilion
In this respect, the bridge of the crane is the ideal place where this temporary
closure could be housed. It would form a temporary pavilion with all the
appropriate and necessary programs organized and provided within. For the
reception of cruise tourists this includes a transit with scanner, a small bar,
an exhibition space and shelter from rain and wind. For a different kind of
event, the pavillon and its surroundings can function as a temporary venue, a
welcoming area or ticket desk.
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70m

100m

position 02

3

70m

200m

S

position 03

C

4

70m

275m

ISPS ZONE

position 04

positioning of the crane as border of the isps zone
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0,4 p/m²

isps - the fences everyone wants to avoid (2)
Providing a movable suspended structure with panels that can close off the
ISPS zone and placing a double row of movable panels facing one another,
a space can be created between the panels in which the various functions
associated with ISPS facilities can be accommodated:
		
		
		
		

Control function: scan + identity check
Welcome function: reception of passengers in a covered
area. For example, where local delicacies or a welcome drink
is served before going to the boat.
Informative function: tourist information
Waiting function: sheltered waiting for taxis, buses, ...
on departure and on return.
Commercial function: sale of local delicacies or souvenirs,
sale of tourist trips, bicycle rental, ...

32- 65 persons

1,0 p/m²
65- 130 persons

isps - autumn/spring

1,6 p/m²

49- 97 persons

In addition to the ISPS function that will only be used a few days a year, the
structure can also be used for other functions.
The construction can be used in various ways.
BARRIER
In line with the ISPS function, it can be seen as a closing function whereby
access control is provided. For example, paying festivals or other events.

49- 97 persons

1,8 p/m²

COVERED OPEN SPACE
It can be an open pavilion that offers space for artists to exhibit. It can be a
summer pavilion or market. It can be a place where you can meet and where
films, debates and workshops are organized. It can also be a place where
childrens’ events or holiday camps are organized in the summer.

isps - summer

TECHNICAL INFRASTRUCTURE
It can also be a technical framework. The construction that is adjustable in
height can serve as a technical ceiling above a podium. Light and sound can
be mounted to make outdoor spectacles possible.

3,6 p/m²

195- 389 persons

6,8 p/m²

event - summer

density in waiting area
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bridgecrane as isps fence
out of isps zone
out
bridgecrane

security scan
warnow

marina

isps border
info point
guided tours
welcome area

in

bar

S

isps zone

multifunctional use of the crane : other uses

ticket
ticket
check
check

COVERED OPEN SPACE

access
control
festival
exposition
performance
paying events

TECHNICAL INFRASTRUCTURE

C

BARRIER

stage

exit

publicly accessible
summer bar
exposition area
area for organizing workshops, lectures, film
market place (christmas-, handicraft market, ...)

lighting and sound structure for
performances
festival
dance performance
open theater
cinema
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system
A vertically movable structure is fixed to the bridge and can be lowered when the ISPS zone is activated (or with other multifunctional functions). The
structure hangs on a cable structure. The basic structure is provided with a roof consisting of polycarbonate domes. Foldable or easily stockable wall
elements are mounted onto the basic structure in the way that is desirable for the various different uses. The wall elements are slidable. The wall
elements are light and as transparent as possible. Depending on the demands for intermediate space, the walls can only prevent the passage or can
be water and windproof or turned into a screen. A combination of different panels and functions is also possible.
The basic structure also serves as a supporting structure for other elements such as lighting, sound system, projection screens, etc.

(4 x) basic structure

viewing platform
(no light)

S

canopy

plastic domes
(light)

separation
no passage

projection
screens

C

wind- &
waterproof
insulation

lighting
system
wall

control
sight/light

1 panel = 3m x 4m

chairs
tables

4 x basic structure
2 x 3 panels / module
24 panels
7” mounting time/panel
3h + 2persons to install the wall

decomposed functions
of the wall
system for fast assembly of the wall
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reference images materials

jaeger
koechlin
office
kgdvs
jaeger
koechlin

csutoras & lacaton &
liando
vassal

collective
practice
horst

atelier
bow wow

lacaton &
vassal

collective
practice
horst

smiljanradic

frac
duinkerke

baukunst
spa

separation/no passage

wind- & waterproof

insulation

control sigth/light

netting, gauze, perforated metal...

(carbon) fibre, waterresistant textile...

inflated foil (cushions), polycarbonate...

fabric, lightweight panels...

wall functions - materials
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reference images use

light
system
panel
system

atelier bow wow
bmw guggenheim lab
stage
design

curtain
system

stage technics - event box - spacemaker
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plans
In addition to the vertically movable structure, there are other elements
within the structure of the crane that can be used to accommodate spaces
and functions.
The roof of the structure can form a terrace from where one has a pleasant
view across the (closed) quay.
The space inside the bridge could be fitted with an accessible box. Similarly
the space inside the crane could also be used. (see further suggestions in
booklet)
Recognising the potential of the crane currently no longer in use, it should be
approved as usuable.
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TERRACE
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CITY MARINA

WARNOW

Christinenhafen - section 1:200

200.00

800.00

465.00

2082.53

open

0
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Christinenhafen - section 1:200

open
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Christinenhafen - section 1:200

C
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closed
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C
isps entrance
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governance
The multifunctional use of the crane will determine the richness of the
place. A balance between commercial functions (special events, concerts),
tourist functions (cruise tourism) and cultural functions (art interventions,
exhibitions), recreational functions (summer bar, open cinema, market),
public events (Hansesail) must be found. To create a balanced calendar, a
regulatory authority must supervise this and manage the space accordingly.
A place that is in permanent transition is a fascinating and attractive place. It
becomes the living scenery of the city on the water.
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summer bar
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cinema

festival
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mas
antwerp

port
anwterp

port
anwterp

eventspace dinner in the dinner in
pavilion
the sky
sky
usa

harlingen hotel

blauwe
kraan ghent

1

2

3

box inside the bridge
The space inside the actual framework of the bridge has a great potential to
be used with its height of 4.65 m, as a space in which one can comfortably
stand up. It is also a place from which one has an elevated and a beautiful
view of the city and the harbor. (ref. 1, 2, 3). Its unique qualities would allow
for additional functions, bringing even more life to the site.

4

5

6

A glass volume forming a closed box would allow for multiple uses during day
and night. It could be used as the office of the harbor master or an office of
the tourist office (ref 10,11), or a unique location for a restaurant (reference
5,6), a unique hotel room (ref 7,8,9) or an exhibition space ref. 10,11).
The facilities (water, electricity, heating and wastewater) would be plugged in
at various points, providing to both the boats and the multifunctional uses.
At night the volume forms a light beacon to the crane and the city. (ref. 4)
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study of feasibility of installing rooms
in the bridgecrane
by inros
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Up Above: An Artists’ residency space inside the existing crane.
Artists’ residencies provide artists and other creative professionals with time, space
and resources to work, individually or collectively, on areas of their practice that
reward heightened reflection or focus. Artists in residency often respond to the
local context and collaborate with other artists, scientists, and professionals from a
range of disciplines, with a tangible outcome such as an exhibition, a workshop or
other public presentation. Increasingly, both residency spaces and visiting artists are
rethinking their role in society and the cultural field and are therefore central in the
development of new social spaces.
“Artists’ residencies have developed into important elements in the local and
international contemporary art scene connecting the local with the global art world.
They are an invaluable adjunct to short-term cultural exchanges, as they permit
artists to develop a deeper understanding of their host societies and cultures and
share this with the local and international public.” (European Agenda for Culture,
Policy Handbook on Artists’ residency, 2011-2014).
The crane up above the landing quay has the potential to become a unique space for
an art residency as an attraction to both locals, visiting tourists and the international
art and design community. Existing live-work spaces include shipping containers,
remote huts, sheds and other innovative designed cabins, but an artists’ residency
space inside a crane would be unparalleled. Intended for professional contemporary
artists, the space inside the hut within the crane would provide a live and work
space for artists from various different disciplines of visual art, film, music/sound,
performance, curating, design and writing. These residencies could last from several
months to up to a year.
Hansestadt Rostock already has a long history of supporting artists’ exchanges within
the Schleswig-Holstein-Haus as well as other independent artist-run initiatives. This
new artists’ residency space would be run in collaboration with the various existing
cultural institutions within Rostock such as the Schleswig Holstein Haus/ Kunstverein,
the Kunst und Medienhaus Frieda 23, the Hochschule fuer Musik und Theater
Rostock, the Peter Weiss Haus (Freie Bildung und Kultur), independent artist-run
spaces and galleries as well as other cultural initiatives in the vicinity of Rostock.
Fostering this inter-cultural dialogue within a new waterfront development and new
social context where tourism, local communities and culture meets could contribute
invaluably to its atmosphere and international reputation.
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STRUCTURAL CONCEPT
ANALYSIS OF THE EXISTING BRIDGE WITH CRANE

Uebersichtsplan 01 specifies a work load of:
Detailplan 06 specifies a working load as follows:



A – crane in rest, positioned in the middle of the bridge:
Dead weight
o Crane
412kN
o Bridge
990kN
o Total
1402kN
=> So, reaction per support under dead weight 1402/2 = 701,10kN, if the crane is (in rest) is positioned
in the middle of the bridge.
=> So, reaction per wheel group under dead weight 701,10/2 = 350,05kN, if the crane is (in rest) is
positioned in the middle of the bridge.

4,00m
9,00m


4 ton, or 40kN with a range of 20m
=> moment on the pair of cantilevers: 800kNm
=> point load on one of the two cantilevers (compression/traction) as a result of the working load:
800/4 + 40/2 = 220kN
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8 ton, or 80kN with a range of 12,5m
=> moment on the pair of cantilevers: 1000kNm
=> point load on one of the two cantilevers (compression/traction) as a result of the working load:
1000/4 + 80/2 = 290kN

B – maximal load with maximal range:
6 ton, or 60kN with a range of 14m



* If the crane is positioned right above one support, is the maximal reaction on a wheel group:
o dead weight bridge (25%)
247,50kN
o dead weight crane (50%)
206,00kN
o reaction of the working load
123,00kN
o total
576,50kN



* If the crane is positioned right above one support, is the minimal reaction on a wheel group:
o dead weight bridge (25%)
247,50kN
o dead weight crane (50%)
206,00kN
o reaction of the working load
-63,00kN
o total
390,50kN



In part B, we remark that the point load on the cantilever of the bridge with a working load of 6 ton and a reach of
14m, is 240kN. This causes following internal forces in the cantilever:
a. Shear force V = 240kN (when the crane is next to the support of the bridge)
b. Bending moment: M = P.l/4 = 240.47,5/4 = 2850kNm (when the crane is positioned in the middle of the
bridge).
Note: When the bending moment is converted to a distributed load with a similar bending moment in the
cantilever:
M = 2850kNm = ql²/8 => q = 10,11kN/m
Or, a distributed load of 5,06kN/m² in a projected roof surface of 4m x 47,5m



First approach: the new structure has to be seen as a working load to the crane in order:
o Not to surpass the internal forces (shear force, bending moment) in the cantilevers of the bridge
o Not to surpass the reaction on het wheel group
so that forces and stresses in the bridge respect the existing design of the bridge-crane-structure.



Remarks

The analysis consists of a first approach to check the feasibility of the project in relation to the existing
bridge/crane.

Braking forces of the bridge and crane are not taking into account in this analysis

Wind forces are checked in the first models (see below)

NEW STRUCTURAL CONCEPT

It depends on the nature of the façade panels (fence, full panel, …) how to determine the effective wind load on the
structure. Several options are possible to take the wind load:
-

Bracing in the roof
Bracing in the roof and additional bracing in on one or more transversal axes, f.e. 04, 07 or 10.

Horizontal reactions are taking by the support of the bridge.

PERMANENT LOADS

There are several types of permanent loads on the frame:
-

S

=> reaction on wheel group (compression) as a result of the working load:
840/9 + 60/2 = 123kN
=> reaction on wheel group (traction) as a result of the working load:
-840/9 + 60/2 = -63kN

The frame is horizontally fixed to the crane on axis 01 and 13.

A frame of rectangular dome skylights: max. 0,30kN/m²
A lightweight roof (f.e. steeldeck): max. 0,30kN/m²
Panels hanging on the frame in longitudinal or transversal direction: max. 1,80kN/m

VARIABLE LOADS

C

=> moment on the pair of cantilevers: 840kNm
=> point load on one of the two cantilevers (compression) as a result of the working load:
840/4 + 60/2 = 240kN
=> point load on one of the two cantilevers (traction) as a result of the working load:
-840/4 + 60/2 = -180kN

There are two types of variable loads on the frame:
not accessible for public/ only maintaining

max. 0,50kN/m

accessible for public

max. 5,00kN/m

stacking of material

max. 5,00kN/m

WIND AND SNOW LOADS
The infrastructure is conceived as a lightweight structure in order to respect the admissible loads on the cantilevers of the
existing bridge/crane.
The lightweight structure consists of frame of 2 longitudinal beams (axes A en B) and 13 transversal beams (axes 01 to 13).
De frame is attached to the crane by 2x 3 cables on the nodes 01A, 01B, 04A, 04B, 07A, 07B, 10A, 10b, 13A and 13B.

Wind loads on the frame:
(0,8+0,5).(3,00m/2). 0,70kN/m² = 1,37kN/m on the edge of the roof (if the structure is completely filled with
panels)
As mentioned above: several possibilities of bracing are possible
Snow loads are not taking into account in this phase of the design, because not significative.
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=> deflection: horizontal 26,6mm, or 1/1800 for a span of 47,5m

CALCULATION MODEL
The frame is assembled of steel beams with a height of about 250mm to 500mm. The frame consists of two longitudinal
beams and 13 transversal beams. The frame is connected to the bridge by cables on the axis 01-04-07-10 and 13.
3 models are analysed:
Model 01: the level of +3m is not accessible for the public, height of the frame: about 180mm
Model 02: the level of +3m is partially accessible for the public and for stacking of material, height of the frame:
about 250mm
Model 03: the level of +3m is completely accessible for the public, height of the frame: about 500mm

model 01

-

model 03

Model 02: the sum of the cable reactions on one cantilever of the bridge is about 275kN
=> this is about the point load we calculated above: 290kN; 240kN
=> the internal forces in the bridge are as follows:
- shear force 190kN SLS (public side) and 85kN SLS (other side) < 240kN (see above)
- bending moment in the bridge is about 1230 kNm SLS < 2850kNm (see above)
=> half of this load (95kN) is about the calculated reaction on the wheel group too: < 123kN (see above)
=> deflection: vertical 36mm, or 1/333 for a span of 12m

model 02

model 01
Analysis of the reactions and the bending moment in the cantilever.
Model 01: the sum of the cable reactions on one cantilever of the bridge is about 85kN
=> this is far below the point load we calculated above: 290kN; 240kN
=> half of this load (42,5kN) is far below the calculated reaction on the wheel group too: 123kN
=> deflection: vertical 28,6mm, or 1/420 for a span of 12m

model 01

model 02

=> deflection: horizontal 26,6mm, or 1/1800 for a span of 47,5m
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=> deflection: horizontal 11,4mm, or 1/4150 for a span of 47,5m

=> deflection: horizontal 11,4mm, or 1/4150 for a span of 47,5m

=> deflection: horizontal 15,2mm, or 1/3125 for a span of 47,5m

model 02

Model 03: the sum of the cable reactions on one cantilever of the bridge is about 560kN
=> this is above the point load we calculated above: 290kN; 240kN
=> the internal forces in the bridge are as follows:
- shear force 280kN SLS < 240kN (see above)

model 03

normal forces SLS in cables

S

- bending moment in the bridge is about 3480 kNm SLS > 2850kNm (see above)
=> half of this load (140kN) is above the calculated reaction on the wheel group too: > 123kN (see above)
=> deflection: vertical 20,7mm, or 1/680 for a span of 12m

model 01

C

-

model 02

model 03

model 03
=> deflection: horizontal 15,2mm, or 1/3125 for a span of 47,5m

CONCLUSION:
Model 01 en Model 02 (partially accessible for public) seems to be feasible at first sight. Model 03 seems to surpass the
internal admissible forces of the existing structure. A balance between model 02 and 03 can be examined in a further phase.
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reference images

1

2

LANDSCAPING
The proposal for the layout of the site starts from the idea that the void is an
important asset that must be preserved. As described above, the restoration
of the bridge crane would mean added value both functionally and visually.
The track of the crane is therefore provided in an open area with a uniform
pavement. In this strip there is a part that can be closed off and another part
that is always publicly accessible.

3

3

Grass lawns are included along both sides of the rectangle, open, central
area. (reference n ° 1,2,4). It makes a contrast with the paved surface. Open
lawns in the city in combination with the water are particularly pleasant
places. The ground is soft and invites you to sit together, play football, picnic,
or simply enjoy the sunshine. The view over the water on the other side, the
view onto the various activities on the water (rowers, sailing boats) makes it
a place where people want to stay. There are 2 triangle-shaped lawns. One
triangle crosses the area of the planned museum and market hall, which
could surround the buildings. The other triangle is placed on a slope towards
the marina. The connection with the water and the view onto the marina
being the starting point. (reference n ° 3, 4)

5

Access for motorized traffic is provided at only one point at the prolongation
of the ‘Am Kanonsberg’. The taxis and buses can get up close to the crane and
wait for their passengers.
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6

isps

The bicycle and walking axis runs as a continuous route along the entire site.
The planned buildings marked on the plan are now positioned within the zone
they are foreseen and here presented as volumes without detailed definition.
On one hand, it would be interesting to connect the planned bridge over the
Warnow with the buildings and with the upper town. On the other hand, a
ferry instead of a bridge is a much less radical solution to having a direct link
to the other side and would not cut the Rostocker Oval in half.

4

bridgecrane
freight

mdp le havre
southhamption quay
jardins
clab
wbp arch
fluvial
arch

taxis and buses

non isps

car access
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bridgecrane
Bike and pedestrian path

public space
possible to enclose

cascade to
the marina

public space
open acces

car acces

lawn

green strip

markethall
(projected)

footbridge

museum
(projected)
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warnow

waste recycling

sludge disposal
city marina
provisions
delivery trucks
(event/ship)

shore side electricity
(sustainable energy)

warnow

technical infrastructure along the quay
Supply of shore side electricity and fresh water is arranged
in two loops. Disposal of sewage is available on the side
of the cruise ships. Access points are provided at all four
positions of the crane. On the side of the marina, more
access points are foreseen. The points are flexible and can
be easily adapted to prevalent needs.
The infrastructure can be used when a small cruise ship is
moored but also serves the yachts of the marina, foodtrucks
of events like Hanse Sail, the welcome area under the crane
or the movement of the bridgecrane itself.
The supply of provisions and sludge disposal is foreseen
by trucks. Recycling pickups could be integrated into the
schedule of the city.
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secured
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city marina
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250m
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walking route
to tour bus area

tour buses/taxis
(exceptionally)

C

for to
area

fluxes along the quay
gate

The pedestrian area provides a feeling of safety and openness
on the quay. Thus the general rule is that cars, buses or taxis
aren’t allowed in this area. The stop for tour buses is integrated
in the paved part parallel to the boulevard in a similar way as
the tram stops. The distance from the quay to the bus stop is
limited: only 250m. Exceptionally, when a cruise ship moors and
when the weather is stormy, or the visitors are not mobile, the
buses and taxi could drive up to the crane that then serves as a
canopy and waiting area.
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examples of multifunctional use of the site

Informal use of the christinenhafen, Rostock.

google street view

Making a connection between water and land by the same program,
a cinema.

social space & water
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Architecture is not understood as an object, but rather as history, a layer of the history of the place.

west-8 + dtah
waterfront
toronto

urban agency + jds
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Sustainability
Cruise tourism has a bad name in terms of sustainability. The boats create a lot
of waste and are big air polluters due to their diesel engines. The infrastructure
that is being built to receive the ships is often perceived as disturbing.
It is therefore necessary that the berth and the facilities for future cruise
tourism is developed in a sustainable way.
First of all, the infrastructure that is provided for the limited number of days
that boats moor, must be flexible. Its infrastructure must provide an added
value to the city. The concept using the existing bridgecrane as a support for
the cruise infrastructure and for the development of a range of functions
meets this requirement.
Moreover, it brings the historical heritage to life and thus re-uses the existing
construction. Much more sustainable than sustainable building, is not building
and reusing.
The provision of facilities in the quay is the third element that is necessary
to make cruise tourism more sustainable. The connection with shoresite
electricity is the main development. Although the regulations on the discharge
of waste in Europe are strictly regulated, a comprehensive plan for the sewage
system would be required. The same applies to water supply.
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